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A New Academia Pedagogic Model for Student Learning Experience

Educational systems in many countries in the Asia Pacific region have undergone significant changes in terms of programmes of reform and restructuring of higher education. Universities of all institutional types are increasingly being challenged by the learning needs, preferences, requirements, styles, and methods of new generations of students, and by the pace and extent of change in the demographics, expectations and patterns of those students. There have been calls from key stakeholders for university educators to pursue reforms that are not only more socially and economically efficient but are also cognizant of the new demands and realities of the knowledge economy in producing graduates or future employees in an increasingly globalized world. For instance, the resolutions based on discussions among key industry players and academicians during ICTLHE 2012 in conjunction with RCEE & RHed 2012 suggested, among other things, that graduates must acquire generic skills, must be able to create new jobs and create companies with new innovations. Students should be able to relate and apply what they learn in classroom into real world application. Initiatives should therefore be focused on reducing the gap between classroom and real working environment. This has prompted us to re-examine and rethink our pedagogical procedures because it involves more than just transmitting knowledge to our students but also about transforming and extending knowledge. Our understanding of the educational process, and of learning itself, has also changed. We no longer believe that learning is the passive corollary of teaching, or that students should simply absorb material presented in lectures and textbooks. We believe student learning experience should produce both educational and developmental outcomes.

This paper discusses the attempts by Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) to create UTM’s own identity of teaching and learning models, activities, materials, systems and environments based on the New Academia concept. Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) and Technological Knowledge (TK) which is under the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) framework as well as Student Centred Learning (SCL) underpin UTM New Pedagogy Model. UTM’s initiatives to enrich Teaching and Learning (T&L) are based on well-known and best teaching and learning practices which have been proven to be effective. These best practices include Harvard Business School Case Studies (HBSCS), Peer Instruction (PI), MIT OpenCourseWare Consortium (OCC) and MIT BLOSSOMS (Blended Learning Open Source Science or Mathematics Studies). Entrepreneurial Academia is the outcome to be achieved by UTM New Academia Pedagogy Model which comprises two modes, namely the Learning Mode (Pedagogy/Andragogy) and the Learning Materials (Digital Resources). We believe that through this New Academia Pedagogy Model, we would able to provide a memorable, meaningful and interactive learning experience for our students.